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Open What, Exactly?
--by Gavin Ferriby, University Librarian
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The word open has come to have so many
ambiguities that the question arises, “Does
open mean anything at all?” Like
“disruptive,” has it become a buzz-word, a
wax nose molded into anything at all? To
faculty, librarians, and researchers, open
has clusters of meaning:
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Open as rights;



Open as access;



Open as use;



Open as transparent;



Open as participatory;



Open as enabling open (open principles).

And there is, alas, openwashing (see below).
Richard Stallman, the originator of “free
software” encountered the ambiguities of
free and declared, “you should think of
‘free’ as in ‘free speech,’ not as in ‘free
beer’.” David Pomerantz, at UNC-Chapel
Hill suggests in addition, “free” as in “free
puppies” –free price, but not free maintenance, similar to the cliché “freedom isn’t
free.”
Stallman’s freedom was about liberty
(libré), not price (gratis) or “free-for-thetaking” capture. The Free Software Foundation lists four freedoms that must exist if
software is truly “free:” the freedom: (0) to
run the program as you wish; (1) to study
how it works, and modify it as you see fit;
(2) to redistribute copies; (3) to distribute
copies of your modifications --all popular

among programmers, not so much with
their business bosses. The open-source
software movement goes specifies further criteria friendlier to for-profit businesses: that a license applies to all recipients of a re-distributed program, and
that a license may restrict further distribution with further modifications, so long
as code patches are allowed. Open
gained traction among researcher and
publishers because it was thought to allow more modifications regarding provenance, credit, and dissemination (as access, see below).
Open as rights means
a clear contrast to
copyright based on
US law. Creative
Commons licenses
have defined a set of
alternatives to copyright that allow a creator more choices: attribution means the creator must be credited; non-commercial means a work cannot be distributed for profit; share-alike
means derivative or modified work must
be licensed under terms just like the original; no-derivative means that a work
cannot be modified and must be redistributed “whole and unchanged.” Several
of these terms occur in US law. Design,
data, and cultural communities have refined these ideas and translated them
into non-legal language.
Open as access has gained
the most traction: free or unrestricted availability in digital
in tangible form, permitting
reading downloading, copying, distributing, printing,
searching, linking, indexing,
- Continued on page 2 -
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or data conversion, among other uses. This removes two kinds of barriers: permission and price, though censorship, language, accessibility, and connectivity barriers may remain. Open access data means both raw data and
metadata (descriptive data), and piggy-backs on the open process of scholarship and peer review. Unique collections in the GLAM community (Galleries, Libraries, Archives, and Museums) can provide open access to representations or replicas of unique originals.
Open as use is implicit in access: if you can’t use it after you get it, what use it? Use is very broad term that
needs to be declared clearly: retain, revise, remix, reproduce, and others. Use is also refined as “used easily,”
with no unusual impediments with format or transmission; Open Educational Resource courseware is a key example, expanded into MOOCs (Massively Open Online Courses) at large scale. The traditional instructor-tostudent content model (xMOOC) differs from the collaborative-instructor-with-student model of creating
knowledge, skill, insight, or information (cMOOC). Education is also advising and support, so use as open education may connote particular support for first-time students, or students who use another language (just examples).
Open as transparent picks up on “open education” with an emphasis upon social justice,
influenced by Karl Popper, George Soros, and others. “Open government” is problematic
because some aspects of governance can never be truly transparent, from intelligence, to
the census, to health, to patents (among others). Data.gov, the home of the US Government’s open data, is now also open to political influence: a search on “climate change” still
yields 8,000+ datasets although the phrase has been scrubbed from numerous other websites (NY Times, Jan 10, 2018).
Open as participatory extends commitments to transparency as social justice: open participation depends upon computing and networking and a set of social and legal structures
that imply some kind of democratic governance at many levels. A counter-example: the
great firewall of China could well wind up stifling Chinese innovation and development. As
a wider philosophical point, enabling openness in principle, is a critical commitment here:
Sir Timothy Berners-Lee has argued that a commitment to openness as a principle is a
key value of the Web. The movement of information and users from the open web to gated communities (such
as Facebook) will interfere with extending the open standards that make such networking possible. The Open
Source Seed Initiative extends his argument to plant breeding, upon which so much food production depends.
Science itself depends on some degree of openness as peer review and acknowledgement.
Openwashing, Michelle Thorne’s retro-coinage (2000), means spinning a product or usage is open when it really
is not. Open access openwashing describes allegedly “open-access” predatory publishers: when “open” is a
pretext for fraud or misrepresentation. As a response, organization such as the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Open Source Initiative, and Open Knowledge Foundation have developed criteria or formal standards to distinguish accurate and genuine uses of open from those merely self-serving or factually false. Openwashing raises awareness; usages are becoming specialized, distinct, and evolved for particular niches. Simple
sharing does not mean openness, nor does a free price. Careful usage can breed a virtuous cycle of improvement, or ambiguities will lead to ambiguous neologisms as pretexts for nefarious actions.
“Open” meaning a resource to which many have access is centuries old, such as the designation “open port” as
a zone for import/export commerce. The crucial distinction between a resource that is shared and a resource
that is “open” in a sense of “may be used in any way imaginable.” Licenses can still set terms of sharing without
monetary cost; anyone can use it, and anyone can join in the process without financial outlay but subject to
terms of an agreement. The sense of “open” as used to create further open resources goes back to the first distinction: open as “libre” that recognizes that someone incurs costs at some point in a resource’s lifecycle, precisely for the sake of openness to other users and usages. Openness creates a virtuous cycle: free as in free
speech. Making different senses of “open” clear is a critical process essential for continuing usefulness. Those
senses continue to grow: the sense of “open” is still open to new meanings –“libre” and responsible to open communities. Time will tell.
Many thanks to work by Jeffrey Pomerantz, Peter Suber, Robin Peek, creativecommons.org, Free Software
Foundation, Lawrence Lessig, and many others for these words and concepts.

What is an ORCID ID?
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--by Beverly Lysobey, Digital Commons Librarian

ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID) is a system for uniquely
identifying scholarly researchers. It is a unique and persistent identifier for a
person, preventing confusion with others with similar names or with names
that appear differently over time. It is similar to an ISBN or DOI, except for an individual.
Orcid.org is a nonprofit organization. There is no fee for applying for an ORCID ID. Once assigned and
applied, the 16 digit unique identifier brings together all works by an author, regardless of job and project changes
or even changes in name over time. It also helps to address cultural differences in how names are presented.
Researchers and authors use their ORCID identifiers to register with publishers, journals, repositories, funding
bodies, associations, universities, and government agencies. Researchers assign the IDs to their projects, manuscripts and published papers and to apply for or receive grants. The ID keeps track of the complete set of an author’s work. Many scholarly publications and funding bodies may soon require an ORCID ID.
Do you have an ORCID ID? Visit Orcid.org or contact Beverly Lysobey lysobeyb@sacredheart.edu
Further note: The aim of the ORCID initiative is to aid the transition from science to e-Science, so that organizations will be able to use the open-access ORCID databases to build their own services. Such services can help to
identify and generate data sets, comment on ongoing work and editing research documents in process. ORCID
has already enlisted many major research centers such as CalTech and Cornell University, and publishers such
as Springer, Wiley, and Elsevier. ORCID will fill a vital role as it guides and generates links between widely disparate data and publication centers as the research process itself moves to an entirely born-and-nurtured-indigital format. – Gavin Ferriby

NEWS from the DigitalCommons@SHU
--by Beverly Lysobey, Digital Commons Librarian

New Harvesting Tool for Faculty Websites
A new timesaver from our vendor Bepress will make our work much easier
in locating and collecting faculty publications for the Digital Commons@SHU and for our faculty SelectedWorks sites. Selecting the new
Harvesting Tool for each site brings up publications potentially associated
with that faculty author. More than 160 million publications are searched,
from sources including PubMed, ScienceDirect, Springer, ArXiv, SSRN,
IEEE, RePEc, JSTOR, and many others. We can then choose individual
works to add to the site. We expect to be able to add works to new and
already established Sacred Heart University faculty SelectedWorks sites
with much greater speed and efficiency. Caveat: We have found that some
of our faculty have similar names to other authors. You can help us eliminate errors by setting up your ORCID
unique author identifier.
For more information, contact either:
Beverly Lysobey lysobeyb@sacredheart.edu
Chelsea Stone stonec7@sacredheart.edu
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Visiting Scholar Rediscovers
Unpublished Gloria Naylor
Novel Chapter
--by Chelsea Stone, Digital Projects & Resource Management
Librarian

The Sacred heart University Archives welcomed visiting scholar, Suzanne Edwards, from Lehigh University last month. Edwards is the Associate Professor
of English and specialized in medieval literature and
feminist theory. Working on a new article, Edwards
came to delve into the Gloria
Naylor Collection. Gloria
Naylor, an acclaimed 20th century writer of African American
literature, left her collection to
SHU in 2009. The collection
includes documents such as
research materials from her
novels The Women of Brewster
Gloria Naylor
Place, Linden Hills and Mama
Day and personal correspondences.
Originally interested in materials related to Bailey’s
Café and Linden Hills, two other Naylor novels, Edwards rediscovered an unpublished chapter from an
often hinted at final novel. The opening chapter of
“Sapphira Wade,” was written in 2004 and is an over
one hundred page handwritten manuscript. Edwards
has offered to transcribe the manuscript and the archives have begun the process of digitization. As of
yet, no one has read the chapter in its entirety.
Since acquiring the collection, it has been the intention of the library to digitize these materials in order
to make them accessible for scholarly research, as
was the request from Naylor herself. We believe that
the chapter and the entire collection is a valuable
asset to the larger scholarly community. From correspondences with other prominent female writers, to
musings from Naylor about how Toni Morrison would
review her book, this collection has a wealth yet to
be fully realized. We are currently discussing various
funding options and steps for moving forward with
this exciting project. Our hope is that with the interest
generated by the unpublished novel chapter will create opportunities and visibility the collection has previously not received, but certainly deserves.

Knowledge Unlatched: A Success
Story for Open Access Books
--by Gavin Ferriby, University Librarian

Knowledge Unlatched (KU), an
alternative path for book publication, has achieved striking
success in the past several
years. SHU has participated in
KU since its inception in 2013.
It has developed from a “proof
of concept” experiment to a significant source of open-access publications supported
by many international organizations and universities.
The basic idea of KU is simple: publishers incur legitimate costs in bringing books to market –whether those
books are printed or digital. Costs can vary widely because of illustrations, tables, graphs, foreign alphabets,
editorial fact-checking, etc. Digital books often incur
additional costs because a “text stream” must be presented very differently from a printed text. KU libraries
band together to guarantee that publishers will recover
their costs in a way that doesn’t also exceed library
budgets, in exchange for making digital copies henceforth available to everyone at no further cost. This is a
very different model of cost recovery from the traditional market.
Traditionally, a publisher’s costs to bring a book to
market were then covered by proceeds from sales,
leaving a net profit. Every book is a bet, and publishers learn to anticipate which books will be most profitable at which price point. So far so good: until 40 years
ago most publishers were smaller firms (sometimes
family-held, such as Charles Scribner's Sons). Profit
margins were usually thin, and often a few popular or
perennial books subsidized the rest of a year’s publications. The “back list” of previously published books
were often depreciated for tax purposes, minimizing
the costs of retaining copies after an initial print run.
Times changed, even before digital technology. A tax
court decision in 1979 made it far less profitable to
maintain available stock of backlist titles; books began
to go out of print rapidly. University presses sought to
expand; often expansion required them to move from
tax-exempt non-profit status (such as the small Sacred
Heart University Press) to for-profit capitalization.
Large publishing groups, such as Hachette Group or
Penguin Random House grew dramatically as markets
and capital consolidated (like many other corporate
mergers), and securities markets demanded profit margins far larger than those of traditional, smaller firms.
Large groups also began expensive bidding wars for
new books by sure-fire popular authors (such as Stephen King).
Result: scholarly books, a small portion of the total

market, experienced huge price hikes, and now cost typically $50-$100 (often with minimal
discounts from Amazon and its ilk). One solution: digital books, but good digital books (not just
big .pdfs) are expensive to produce. Libraries with flat annual budgets have purchased fewer
books –driving up the unit cost of those that are sold in this market. Publishers bring fewer
books to market, which negatively affects scholars’ reputations and careers. Everybody loses
in some way except the owners or shareholders of a few very large conglomerates.
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New idea! –libraries will band together to cover reasonable, negotiated publication costs, after which digital copies will be freely accessible to all. The basic KU proposition is simple: subscribing libraries will jointly pay publishers enough, and in turn require publishers to provide no-cost open access to digital copies for everyone. This
process works: 1,200 recent and back-list titles in the humanities, social sciences, and STEM, have been
“unlatched” for everyone since 2012.
Unlatching requires commitments. Publishers have to be willing to accept guaranteed cost recovery that is a
lower figure than they might make in the traditional model –trading higher potential profits for lower, known risks.
After books are “unlatched,” they have to be continuously, reliably hosted somewhere (such as JSTOR). Libaries have to be willing to step forward to pledge funding, and not simply assume that everyone else will do it –
the classic “free rider” economic problem. Participation in KU requires trusting others.
The publishers that do step forward include university presses (Duke, Northwestern, Leiden, MIT, California),
selected books from major academic publishers (Routledge, De Gruyter, Bloomsbury Academic) and small publishers (Pluto, Anthem, Transcript). Other organizations participate in the network advisory boards and steering
committees: Lyrasis, OCLC, Portico and HathiTrust (USA), Casalini Libri (Italy), Max Planck Digital Library
(Germany), and JISC (UK). Major universites include three large Australian universities (in Perth, Melbourne,
and Brisbane), Purdue, John Rylands Library, Manchester University, McGill, and the Universities of Michigan,
Virginia, Stockholm, and Cape Town.
So why should a growing Masters-1 American university such as SHU bother to step up? The KU project asks
for thinking beyond the neo-liberal market exchange theory of education: customers get private goods –in this
case, an educational credential--in exchange for private tuition. SHU steps up because we are part of a worldwide community that badly needs to find sustainable paths for scholarly communication. We cannot responsibly
free-ride KU as a public good financed by others, any more than we can ask other libraries to lend us resources
- Continued on page 6 -
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(.pdf articles or tangible books) if we are not equally willing to lend to them in exchange. If everyone rides free,
no one rides at all.
Pledging to KU says: we are part of the scholarly community and we will contribute to the resources from which
we so richly also benefit. In fact, the hundreds of “unlatched” books in our catalog have cost us about $39 per
new title and $8 per backlist title –and we have avoided redundant purchases. That’s a good deal for academic
books, made possible because we and other libraries covered costs –also on behalf of libraries in parts of the
world that could not afford to pay (a crucial extension of our portion of the University’s broadly Catholic mission).
Knowledge Unlatched originated in the UK but is now headquartered in Berlin, with substantial support and cooperation from many German academic communities. No longer experimental, KU is a proven model for authorpublisher-library cooperation. We were among the first to support it: we are among the Pioneers.

Job Hunt 2018
--by Elizabeth Knapik, Business, Marketing, and Digital Information Literacy Librarian

If you’re just starting to apply for positions or even if you've already landed that first interview, there are many resources within our collection to help support your job search. Resources including online databases, books, ebooks, and videos can be great assets to your job application process.
While there are several databases that would be useful for job hunting purposes, the most useful ones are:

Mergent Online
This database includes detailed, accurate and comprehensive full-text company profiles with
financial information, executive bios, annual reports, equity reports, competitor analyses,
and fact sheets. If you’re researching a particular company, you can search the company’s name or its ticker
symbol (if it's publicly traded) to view the company profile.
If you’re searching for companies within a specific industry for the purpose of prospecting, you can search within
the database using Standard Industrial Classification codes, SIC, or North American Industrial Classification System codes, NAICS, in order to generate a list of companies. Using advanced search features users may create
custom lists of companies based on location using zip codes, area codes, city and county names, or based on
size using number of employees or sales.

Business Source Premier and ABI/INFORM Complete
The detailed company information from Mergent Online may be supplemented with news
articles from thousands of leading business journals, newspapers, and magazines in both
Business Source Premier and ABI/INFORM Complete. Forbes, Fortune, Business Week, the Wall Street Journal,
and the Journal of Marketing are some examples. Both databases may be searched using a company name or
an industry name.

Library Catalog
To access books, e-books, and videos users should search the library catalog on
the library’s website using subject terms, such as, “job hunting”, “resumes”, and
“cover letters” to view a wide variety of resources on these topics.
For assistance with any of these resources, please contact us:
Call a Reference Librarian: 203-371-7726
Email: reference@sacredheart.edu
Text questions to: 203-490- 4500
Happy hunting and best of luck!

Profiles: Student Library Assistants
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The Library’s Student Library Assistants –both graduate and undergraduate –provide crucial work that enables the
library to stay open many hours. They represent the entire staff to students when some staff members cannot be
present. Here are profiles of two student Assistants:

Jordan Frederick
What are your duties?
My main duties consist of checking out study rooms, books and DVDs, taking fines
and maintaining the functionality of the printers while taking head count for the library
every two hours while I am on shift.

What is the most satisfying part of your job?
The most satisfying part of the job would have to be understanding the shelving code
and being able to find any book in the library.

What skills have you learned by working in the library?
I have learned how to fix printers, this skill allows me to be able to help other people with their printing issues.

In-house getaway: what’s your favorite place in the library?
My favorite place in the library would be the couches in front of the waterfall inside.

What about the library was the biggest surprise as you began to work here?
The biggest surprise about the library was that they didn't use the Dewey decimal system.

Lisa Lavorgna
What are your duties? Lisa Lavorgna
Going into my third year as an SLA at the Ryan Matura Library here on campus, I have
had a number of duties. My main duties include checking study rooms in and out to
students, checking books in and out to students and faculty, and managing the circulation desk. I assist students when they are in need with printing, scanning, and other
issues. Additionally, when I work morning shifts, I am responsible for retrieving, stamping, and putting away our daily newspaper deliveries, and counting our cash register
every morning. I retrieve print-outs from our cash printer for students, and operate the
computer on which students book our study rooms. Every two hours, I do a sweep of
all three floors, and count how many students are in attendance at the library at the
time. I have decorated our front display cases as the holidays and seasons change,
and give directions to any patron that may be seeking them. Lastly, I also shelve books
on our top floor when they are returned to the library.

What is the most satisfying part of your job?
The most satisfying part of my job is knowing that I am assisting fellow students in their academic journey here at
Sacred Heart. As a full-time undergrad student myself, I am fully aware of how stressful life as a college student
can become. Students that are in the library on a regular basis are trying their best to obtain the most from their
academia while balancing a number of other priorities. Being able to help a student that is struggling to print
something or seeking a private room for him/herself to study in is incredibly satisfying, and students are always so
grateful. I also love to see the same, familiar faces in the library on almost all of my shifts. Knowing that students
are regularly utilizing our resources and our library as a whole to help them achieve academic success is very rewarding.
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What skills have you learned by working in the library?
By working in the library, I have obtained a number of skills that will be beneficial in my future. I have learned to
work as a team with my fellow SLAs and the library staff to achieve common goals and complete necessary duties. I have learned to work with my fellow students and assist them in their experience with the library to the best
of my ability. I have learned how to manage crises, as minute as they may be in a library, professionally and successfully. I have learned the fundamentals of how a library functions, the work that goes into successfully running
a university library, and, of course, how to utilize the Library of Congress Classification System for shelving
books! All of these experiences working in the library have improved my management skills, my interpersonal
skills, my multi-tasking skills and my leadership skills.

In-house getaway: what’s your favorite place in the library?
The Upper Level—I love the peace and quiet of our silent third floor and this is my favorite place to come and
study!!

What about the library was the biggest surprise as you began to work here?
One thing that came as a surprise to me when I first starting working in the library
was how many materials are truly available here at the library to help students achieve academic success. From
our private study rooms, to our hundreds of available books, we have so many on-ground resources for students.
In addition, we have a number of electronic databases with thousands of scholarly articles for students to utilize,
and our inter-library loan program allows students to obtain books from other universities right here at Sacred
Heart. Our library has so many options for students to obtain the needed information and resources to do the
best that they can here at Sacred Heart University.

Courtney Machamer
What are your duties?
My duties include working the circulation desk which I am responsible for checking in/
out books, signing out study rooms, and aide students, alumni, or visitors with any
questions they may have about the library or our resources. If I am working the evening shift, I am responsible for closing all study rooms before leaving at 11 pm. If I work
in the morning, which is usually on the weekends, I am responsible for opening the
library at 10am and checking the book drop for any returned books or newspaper deliveries.

What is the most satisfying part of your job?
The most satisfying part of my job is when I am able to help a student find a reference
that they need for a class. It is also nice when I am able to help them print a document that they are having issues with as well.

What skills have you learned by working in the library?
I have been working at the library since my sophomore year of undergrad. I first began as a Student Library Assistant then transitioned to a Graduate Student Library Assistant in the fall of 2016. I have learned amazing research skills while working here. Being in the Physical Therapy Program, we are responsible for a lot of research. I am fortunate to have the knowledge to find various types of research for myself and my classmates.

In-house getaway: what’s your favorite place in the library?
My favorite place in the library is at the circulation desk because it is at the perfect location to greet the students
as they are walking in

What about the library was the biggest surprise as you began to work here?
The biggest surprise when working here was just how many references we have for the various types of majors.
There are more than enough resources here to aid the most diverse of student interests.
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Haleigh Varieur
What are your duties? Haleigh Varieur
As a Graduate Student Library Assistant my duties consist of customer service in the
form of greeting students and members of the community, answering questions to the
best of my ability or referring individuals to the appropriate staff member, and providing
directions. Additionally, I am responsible for circulation services such as group study
room assignments, checking books in and out, using the cash register, and shelving
books and materials in the correct locations.
What is the most satisfying part of your job?
I really enjoy the fact that coming into work does not feel like “work”. Rather, I view it as
an opportunity to meet fellow students from the university and members from the community through answering their questions and guiding them in the direction they wish to
go. I have always loved meeting and helping people, and this position allows me to do that, which is something I
truly enjoy.
What skills have you learned by working in the library?
Since working in the library, I have learned how to properly shelf books and how to better navigate the variety of
databases available to students through the library website. This has not only allowed me to assist others by answering research questions, but has also helped me complete my own class assignments. Besides acquiring library skills, I have also learned how to refer individuals to the appropriate librarian when I am unsure of the answers to their questions. This has allowed me to continue helping even when I may not know the answer.
In-house getaway: what’s your favorite place in the library?
My favorite places in the library to work on assignments are the long tables on the main floor and downstairs. I do
not like to work in a small space because I typically spread my materials out, so these long tables allow me to
comfortably complete my work. If my assignment is not due for a while I will typically work on the main floor, but I
usually go downstairs for the quiet environment when the deadline is soon.
What about the library was the biggest surprise as you began to work here?
As I began working at the library, I was surprised at how many areas there were for students to complete their assignments. I was also surprised at the variety of spaces available, including chairs and tables of typical height,
high chairs and tables, couches, long tables, cubicles, and even beanbags. I think this is important because every
student is different when it comes to comfort while studying and completing work, so this really demonstrates that
the library staff has the students’ best interest in mind by providing this wide variety of areas.

University Librarian Book Review
--by Gavin Ferriby, University Librarian

Designing your Life: How to Build a Well-lived, Joyous Life, by Bill Burnett and Dave Evans. New York: Knopf, 2017. 238 p. ISBN: 978-1-101-87532-2
I am reviewing a book that the library doesn't own, because you really should buy your own copy of
this one. This is a book with directions, exercises, useful "try stuff" pages that invite margin notations,
doodles, objections, and questions.
- Continued on page 11 -

Library Staff Current and Recent Reads

Below is a list of books the library staff have recently read. Each book has 1 to 5 star rating based on how
they enjoyed the book or article.

Gavin Ferriby:

Dan Fitzroy:

New Haven Noir, edited by Amy Bloom

Bring Up The Bodies, by Hilary Mantel

★★★★

Volume 14, Issue 1

Word from the Stacks...
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★★★★

Agrippina, by Anthony A. Barrett
Death Be Not Proud: The Art of Holy
Attention, by David Marno ★★★★

★★★★★

Sue Shim:
The Buddah in the Attic, by Julie Otsuka
Flora of Middle-Earth: Plants of J. R. R.
Talkin’s Legendarium, by Walter Judd
and Graham A. Judd ★★★★★

Gavin Ferriby (Articles)

★★★★

Thank You for Being Late, by Thomas L.
Friedman ★★★★

The Heroism of Incremental Care, by Atul Gawande,
The New Yorker, January 23, 2017. ( “Life is a preexisting condition waiting to happen.”) ★★★★★

Shari Baron:
Only Child a novel, by Rhiannon Navin

★★★★★

On Being Midwestern: The Burden of Normality, by
Phil Christman, The Hedgehog Review 19:3 (Fall,
2017). (“Between the Midwest that exists and the other
Midwest, the utopic no-place that I dream of, is hard
work enough for a life” -by another Michigan boy.)

The Child Finder, by Rene Denfeld

★★★★★

★★★★

Elizabeth Knapik
Mudbound, by Hillary Jordan

★★★★★

Susan Luchars:
The Twelve Lives of Samuel Hawley, by
Hannah Tinti ★★★★★

Popular Reading: New Titles

The University Library hosts a
small collection of books oriented towards “popular” reading (meaning: things you don’t
have to read for class or
teaching). These books are
leased from a library vendor
so that they can be exchanged easily with minimal
processing costs.
Here are some titles:
The Stars are Fire
by Anita Shreve

Before the Fall
by Noah Hawley

Best Day Ever
by Kaira Rouda

The Whistler by
John Grisham

University Librarian Book Review
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-- continued from pg. 9

"Designing your life" sounds strange at first. The book is based by
two practitioners of "design theory" at Stanford who have taught one
of the most popular courses there in the Design program --the home
of "human-centered design." Burnett and Evans ultimately ask: what
makes you happy? through the medium of design process: try, prototype, critique, try again:


Be curious;



Try stuff;



Reframe problems;



Know it's a process;



Ask for help

They reframe a lot of dysfunctional beliefs: you won't have one perfect life, rather: you can have multiple plans and lives with you; we
judge our life by the outcome, rather: life is a process, not an outcome. Their chapters, "How not to find a job" and "Designing your
dream job" should be required reading for all college seniors -example: dysfunctional belief: I am looking for a job; reframe: I am
pursuing a number of offers.
This sounds very like happy-clappy self-help, but its not: they ask
some tough questions. They move in a counter-cultural direction: the
things that we say that we want (a good grade) are not the things that
will really make us happy. It would be really interesting to read this
book along with Kahneman's Thinking Fast and Slow as a way to
identify our own dysfunctional beliefs and cognitive fallacies.
Be curious. Go out and get a copy (or download a copy). Try stuff.
Reframe your dysfunctional beliefs. Learn that happiness is a process, too. There is no right choice --there is only good choosing.

Staff Book Review
--by Chelsea Stone, Digital Projects & Resource Management Librarian

WELCOME TO THE GODDAMN ICE CUBE

Chasing Fear and Finding Home in the Great White North
By Blair Braverman
Blair Braverman’s debut novel was more than I was expecting. Starting on this journey north with her, I
was looking forward to a coming of age story and descriptions of the great white expanse. This memoir
has those things, but what you don’t glimpse in the descriptions or quotes on the back of the book are the harsh
realities of living in desolate northern climates. As a lover of the outdoors, it was not the descriptions of the natural
world that surprised me with its unforgiving ways, but the harshness of humanity. The most dangerous creatures it
turns out, were the men who preyed on her. In the era of #metoo, Braverman offers a new perspective on strength
and self-discovery. Describing how she became her own victim, “I doubted myself so violently that I split into two:
the part that was afraid, and the part that blamed myself for my fear.” Braverman becomes determined to reclaim
the north, returning and finding new opportunities to take back what she feels was taken from her. More than just
a travelogue, this story weaves the threads of her life together in a way that is both complex and beautiful.
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Word from the Stacks...

INFORMATION
SPRING HOURS & NUMBERS

Ryan Matura Library Upcoming Events
Mon. - Thurs. 8:15 AM - 3:00 AM
Friday 8:15 AM - 9:00 PM
Saturday 10:00 AM - 9:00 PM
Sunday 10:00 AM - 3:00 AM
For more information, please call:
Ref. desk: (203-371-7726)
Circ. desk: (203-371-7702)

LIBRARY BOOK CLUB
March 20, 2017
Stay with me, by Ayobami Adebayo
—- Book Club Meeting for at 1:00 PM in
the Library Café

For a list of special hours please visit our website

CHE HOURS & NUMBERS
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 AM - 11:00 PM
Saturday and Sunday
Students and Faculty members need to have
swipe permission to enter the building on
weekends
For more information, please call:
(203-396-6051)

BRAIN TEASERS
1) 14 of the kids in the class are girls. 8 of th
kids wear blue shirts. 2 of the kids are neither
girls or wear a blue shirt. If 5 of the kids are
girls who wear blue shirts how many kids are
in the class?
2) A man was walking in the rain. He was in the
middle of nowhere. He had nothing and no
where to hide. He came home all wet, but not a
single hair on his head was wet. Why is that?

Brain Teasers Answers: 1) 19, 2) He was bald, and
3) A sponge

Fall 2017 Library Statistics @ a Glance
1) Library guides usage 185,158
2) Ebook usage from August 2017 to December 2017
8,314
3) Database Searches from August 2017 to December
2017 821,682
4) Number of Reference Desk Activity 1,922
5) Number of Times Slots Study Rooms Were Approved
9,460

3) What is full of holes but can still hold water?

Starbucks Library Café
Fall & Spring Semester Hours

New Book Display
NEW BOOKS: Check out the changing display of new books on the first
floor of the Library.

Monday—Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

10:00 AM— 9:00 PM
10:00 AM— 4:00 PM
CLOSED
CLOSED

Grab And Go Sandwiches or Salad
With a Selection of Drinks

